
Line Set Install 

*We recommend reading this document in its entirety prior to starting work on your new line
installation so that you may reference your currently installed lines if needed. 

As often as possible, we prefer wings be sent in to have new line sets installed. This way we can 

give your wing a thorough inspection and do any minor touch up work that may be needed. We do 

regularly shipping line sets to customers who may need minimized downtime (full time skydivers) or 

skydivers who are located internationally. 

The method of installing lines (currently) remains the same across all of our skydiving wings, 
however line designations and cascade points may vary from one model to another. Below are 
installation instructions and line diagrams for all of our current skydiving wings. 

Your new line set will arrive with lines bundled into different groups with a majority of bartacks 

already installed. 

All of the continuous lines will have a finger trap at each end. One end will be large and the 

other will be smaller, as shown in Photo - 01 below. The large loop attaches to the line tabs on the 

wing, while the smaller loop attaches to the risers via your soft or hard links. 

Photo-01 

When installing your lines, be sure that they are all installed facing the same direction. If 
possible, hang your wing so that you can easily verify line locations and installed direction. Fully seat 

your line onto your line tab, with the excess facing the nose. Then feed your excess through the line tab 
so that it is now facing the tail. Pull tight to set your lines onto your line tabs. Reference Photo - 02 to 

Photo - 06. In these examples, a continuous line is shown, however the shorter cascaded lines are 
installed in the same manner. If your lines are not fully seated, you may experience faster line wear, 

undesirable flight characteristics, and damage to your lines and/or wing. 










